RISE II BASSINET








Modern design
Height adjustable
Pass-through drawer
Woodgrain color options available
Manufactured in the USA
Casters by TENTE®

ERGONOMIC DESIGN FEATURES:


Four patented height-adjustment handles, one in each
corner, to raise or lower the bassinet’s height



A pass-through drawer with removable drawer bin



Stainless steel push handles



A pass-thru / pull-out work surface that can be accessed
from either side of the bassinet



A durable PETG plastic tub with mattress that
accommodates Trendelenburg and ReverseTrendelenburg patient positioning
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RISE II BASSINET

SURFACE MATERIAL: KYDEX® THERMOFILM
The MedViron Rise II Bassinet utilizes KYDEX® thermofilm, which is 4x thicker than
standard thermofilm, giving it superior impact strength and durability. KYDEX is certified
GREENGUARD Gold for Children and Schools®. KYDEX withstands degradation from a wide
range of harsh hospital cleaners and disinfectants.

DURABILITY:

INFECTION PREVENTION:

EASE OF USE:

MedViron’s patented aluminum columns
offer superior strength, stability, and
smooth height adjustment.

A hospital’s Environmental Services
department is critical for infection
prevention. MedViron’s stainless
steel push handle design makes the top
surface of the bassinet completely
accessible for environmental services staff
to clean.

Patented: Four height adjustment
handles, one in each corner, can be used
independently to raise or lower bassinet
height.

The pneumatic spring has a 5-year
warranty.
The PETG plastic tub has 4 times greater
impact resistance than acrylic tubs.
The bassinet utilizes KYDEX® thermofilm for
exceptional impact strength. The pass-thru
storage drawer is also made with KYDEX®
giving it superior durability.

The bassinet’s pass-thru drawer has a
removable drawer tub with rounded inside
corners for easy cleaning.
The Rise II Bassinet has seamless horizontal
and vertical panels also aid in the ease of
cleaning.

The pass-thru pull-out work surface can be
accessed from either side of the bassinet
and has a groove to keep items from rolling
off.
Base panel design allows caregivers to get
close to the infant.
5” casters, 2 swivel, 1 locking, 1 steering and
locking.
Ships fully assembled in recyclable
packaging.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Overall Width
Top surface
Surface height
Base
Drawer internal dimensions
Mattress dimensions
Hardware options
Limited lifetime warranty.
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37.5”w
36”w x 21.25” d
30.5” low to 40.25” high
35”w x 22”d
22.5”w x 13.25”d x 6”h
26" L x 12.5" W
Black inset pulls or
stainless steel bow pulls

